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ARIADNE, MISTRESS OF THE LABYRINTH 

Myths do not tell us how, they simply 
give us the invisible background which 
starts us imagining, questioning, going 
deeper. 

James Hillman 

There is a sense in which what I attempt in this essay can be under-

stood as an exercise in autobiography, a description of my own serpentine 

path to the center of a labyrinth. Last summer I published a paper called 

"ReVisioning Autobiography", in which I looked at Freud's Interpretation 

of Dreams and Jung's Memories, Dreams, Reflections as transformations of 

the genre of autobiography1 . In that paper, I suggest that after Freud 

and after Jung, if we have really heard what they had to say, we can no 

longer tell our own stories in the same old way. To take the unconscious 

seriously means acknowledging that to tell my story truly and fully 

means bringing into view my participation in age-old, mythic patterns. 

In Thomas Mann's beautiful essay, "Freud and the Future" , he speaks 

of the mythical point of view becoming subjective,Jbecoming conscious , 

"proudly and darkly, yet joyously, of recurrence and typicality . " "The 
. 

myth," he tells us, "is the legitimization of life ... only through and 

in it does life find self-awareness, sanction, consecration . 112 

[Ncl'] I should like to explore this becoming subjective of the mythical 

point of view, to explore it concretely, and therefore personally. I am 

persuaded that the discovery of a mythical pattern that in some way one 

feels is connected to one's own life deepens one's self-understanding. 

At the same time the discovery of the personal significance of a mythic 

pattern deepens our understanding of the myth and its variations. I am 

interested in how our own experience somehow opens us up to dimensions 
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of the myth we might otherwise be closed to, how it helps us understand 

why that myth has the shape it has, why the several variations of the 

myth really appropriately belong to it, and how it is that all the 

different aspects of that myth necessarily belong together. An apprecia

tion of the connection between a myth and my own life seems to make me 

much more attuned to the unity of that myth, but it is also true that 

the discovery of the parallels between the myth and my life helps me 

understand how moments in my life which otherwise might seem accidental 

or fragmentary belong to the whole. Indeed, we may thus come to recognize 

the ~thos, the plot, the connecting thread, the story of our life. As 

we come to appreciate the way in which all the variations, all the trans

formations, all the elements that go to make up a myth are integral~ ~ 

necessa!.'f-'tt• parts of it, we uncover the psycho-logic of the myth. Such 

attending to the psycho-logic of myth and the mythologic of the psyche's 

processes might be described as an exploration in mytho-poeisis, in soul 

making. For we are trying to get some sense of how the soul, our soul, 

is given its shape through poetry, through images. 

To do this I believe means recognizing our involvement in a number 

of different mythic patterns. As you may recall, one of Jung's primary 

accusations against Freud was that Freud seemed to be aware of only one 

archetype informing his life pattern and, by extension, the life pattern 

of all of us-- the Oedipus myth. It was Jung's conviction that a psycho

logy really attuned to the soul's processes knows that we are implicated 

in a variety of myths. James Hillman's way of putting thi~ is that 

archetypal psychology is polytheistic, is aware of the activity of many 

divinities in our soul. 3 Thus we are speaking of living mythoi, of being 

involved in several life stories, not just one. 

We become more aware of the archetypal dimensions of our own exper

ience by going deeper and deeper into a myth, and indeed by going deeper 

and deeper into several myths. It is my experience that the myths we go 



myths, but rather that in some ~ profound way these myths choose us. 

I am in{igued by the importance of beginning, as we almost always,doJ ,. 
inevitably and necessarily cie, with the most familiar versions, the ~~·~ 

latest, most recent versions of the myth. It's only gradually, as we 

keep working with the myth, that we discover earlier versions, buried 

strata, different layers. The process is very much like the process of 

working with a dream, where we start with the manifest version and 

discover as we keep working with it that that's a kind of cover for a 

story that's much more complex and unfamiliar and strange-- and there-

fore much more informative, and transformative. 

Some years ago I wrote a paper in which I explored my life-long 

!J 
relationship with the figure of Persephone. It really is life-long. 

I was born on the first day of Spring and as far back as I can remember 

I knew myself in some way or other to be Persephone, the goddess of 

Spring. I tried there to suggest the ways in which my sense of identi-

fication with Persephone has ~ changed during the 

more than forty years that she and I have been involved with one another. 

I now understand that connection very differently from the somewhat 

naive and innocent way that was appropriately the way in which I began. 

Gradua l ly one comes to appreciate features of a myth which at some 
\l"\S\~ V\\hCCV\t 

earlier point along the way might have seemed relatively u ·4sz' t, 

. v:i~\d\ .:~+ h I • bl 
1em ;11r1eau., per aps not even v1s1 e to us. 

Now another mythical figure, Ariadne, has come forward to announce 

that it is ti e for a reckoning between us. Again, Ariadne is someone 

with whow I have had a long identification, though, for a long while, 
be.en dor)oto\tl.r\\' 

that relationship has be&~~e lrtent. For perhaps fifteen, perhaps 
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twenty years it has been unimportant to me, at least at a conscious 

level. Only recently have I become aware of how very slowly dawning, 

almost invisibly dawning, my appreciation of the full significance of 

this goddess has been. 

Several things happened last spring to help me recognize that it 

was time for me to turn again to Ariadne and discover who she might be 
.-..~ .. 

for me now. First, during that time when I was working on ~ Persephone 

paper, I found several passages by Carl Kerenyi which suggested that 

Ariadne was a Persephone figure. I'd never thought of the two together 

before and began wondering whether attending to one might demand a look 

at the other as well. Then last spring I taught a course on mythology 

in which, as I thought just by chance, I "happened" to include both 

Dionysilos and Theseus. It was only when I was well into that course 

that I started wondering, "Now why did I choose just these two figures 

out of the whole range of Greek heroes and Greek gods? Why the hero 

and the god who figure so importantly in the Ariadne mythologem?" It 
I~ . - I 

rc:nn'f 
must ~ be.a. because some part ' r to confront Ariadne 

again. Then last spring I bought a house which I only discovered after 
. ";,~n.l"ld., 

I had already recognized it as mine~ at the intersection of Avenida 

Primavera..,(which of course sugges~s Persephone) and Serpentine Drive, 

the labyrinthine way. So, it was clear, it was time to ask again: who 

is Ariadne? 
M ~ \ V\ vol ..::e ~"' \-

As I began to do that, I learned that 1dla P' •••~ with Ariadne 

was just as important for me as was the connection with Persephone, 

and that ~ living more than one myth does not mean that one is 
tv\C>..~~ re\a... ~er'\ 

schizophrenic. Something that Ia.ie the c: I· to.Ariadne seem quite 

different from the one to Persephone is that . this identification was 
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originally laid on me by another. So that to return to this myth meant 
-\C Me,.. & Q...IN\ ., 

exploring the pertinence of another's view of who W.·~r• lsc 012cslces. 

1
lolhat another sees in us :hat we "':<' not see at all might be a clue-

~~\°' ~ -\c ~v.~ \ 
:f:n ways ~we don't fully understand at first~~ we should attend/ 

lie~ to who it is we really are. By heeding that, we may discover a 

hitherto not understood connection between what Sartre would call the 

"en soi" and the "pour soi", the for othe~s and the for ourselves. 

Turning to Ariadne very clearly felt like a return, felt like being 

returned to a big dream that I might have had fifteen or twenty years 

ago-- a dream tha t I had now redreamt or that in some way was itself 

insisting on being looked at anew. Suddenly it was there. This time 

around, new things would be discovered in it. Otherwise, why would it 

need to appear again? 

So, to turn now to that first appearance, that time years ago when 

-a dear friend conuuunicated to me that I, in a way that felt very import-

ant to him, was his Ariadne. By this he meant that in some way or other 

my being toward him as I was had given him the strength, the courage, 

the insight, the readiness to risk the exploration of his own labyrinth, 
. 

-6. his own soul, in a way that he felt he otherwise wouldn't have been 

able to. To say "Ariadne" was to say this more precisely, more fully 

than any other language available to him. It was also to suggest that 

the relationship between Theseus and Ariadne might be a paradigm for 
, 

our relationship in ways not yet fully discernable. Now that is not at 

all the way that I, from my side, would have described what was happening 

between us at that point. I, of course, understood what was happening 

between us in terms of ~ myth: I saw him at that time as a Hermes who 

would appear whenever really needed and rescue Persephone from the depths. 



Strange; each saw the other as psychopomp; but he saw me as someone 

who would guide him into the depths and I saw him as one who would 

help me back out. It is only recently that I have seen how this might 

be connected to Hades and the Labyrinth representing rather different 

imaginings about the realm of soul. 

6 

I was moved, I was flattered, perhaps a little inflated, by what he 

had to say about my meaning for him. But I was also scared. For though 

I didn't know very much about Ariadne at all, I did know that the story 

doesn't end with Theseus' safe return and then some variant of "~hey 

lived happily ever after." Myths don't seem to end like that . As Geza 

Roheim once remarked, though Eros may triumph i n fa irytales, Thanatos 

does in myths. I knew that Theseus had come from Athens to Crete as 

part of the Athenian tribute, and that in order ever to be free to sail 

back home he needed to penetrate the Labyrinth and slay the Mi natour . 

Ariadne's holding the thread which enabled him not only t o make his 

way into the Labyrinth but to make his way safely out was what made 

possible that adventure's coming out right. I knew that ~nd I knew one 

other thing about Ariadne and These~s and that is the part that fright 

ened me . The one other thing I knew· was that Theseus in gratitude to 

Ariadne agreed to take her with him from Crete, but then , on the very 

first night of their journey back to Athens they put down sail on the 

island of Naxos; early the next morning Theseus left, leaving Ariadne 

behind. I feared that if the myth that my lover and I were living was 

the myth about Ariadne and Theseus, then that kind of desertion was a 

part of our story that was still to be lived, and, of course, I didn't 

like that. 

But it happened. Separation happened: a separation that felt like 

a desertion even though at some rational level it was right and nece-
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ssary and all that. But it felt like a desertion. I believe its important 

when we remember the story of Theseus and Ariadne to remember that an 

integral part of the story along the way is that moment when Ariadne 

really feels deserted. In Richard Strauss' opera, Ariadne Auf Naxos, 

Ariadne first appears at that moment, the moment when she wakes up and 

finds that Theseus is gone. The music beautifully renders her sense of 

desertion, and gives beautiful expression to her feeling: "I will never 

love again, and therefore in some sense, I will never live again." So 

there was that separation and it felt like betrayal. 

Two years later in a way that seemed like a real gift, there was a 

renewal; this man returned and the connection between us seemed to be 

immeasurably different. Literally it was with the same person but at 

some more real level, it was with another. Now the relationship didn't 

seem to be colored with the confusions, the possessiveness, the betraya~ 

that are part of the love that we think of as mortal love. The only 

way I know to speak of it is as a kind of immortal love, though that 

suggests just the romanticism that had been left behind. It seemed 

clear that the connection that had now been established was something ·

that would be lived in an eternal k~nd of way, even though our literal 

beings together would henceforward be very few and very far between. 

But that seemed to be beside the point. What was more to the point 

was the feeling that our love was no longer one that carried with it 

the danger of interfering with or disrupting our everyday lives. 

Even more irnportant :was the sense that each of us now in some way 

had our center in ourselves, had our own soul connection. We were no 

longer dependent on one another for that connection to soul. 

~o1l] I was very aware of the power of being with a man who was really 

in touch with the feminine in himself in a way that didn't make him 
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lean on me to supply it for him. It was only much later that I 

that in the myth of Ariadne something very similar happened. After 

is deserted by Theseus, a god appears and makes Ariadne his bride. This 

god is Dionysos. When I learned that I thought, "Yes, that's what hap-

pened." But that analogue seemed "interesting" rather than important. 

It was introduced at a time when I wasn't paying attention to the 
y o..n.'-\ \e\ s 

between the Ariadne myth and what was happening in my own 

life. Ariadne didn't seem to have any present pertinence. I understood 

what had happened between me and this man as just good luck, a blessing 

I didn't have a sense that it was necessary, that in some way it was 

mythologically inevitable that that kind of reconnection would occur. 

{'EJ gh I am still not sure how often the inner bond between Theseus 

and Dionysoss:::zt 1 

·2 1 I'a2 1 u, is expressed through the same man 
1

_ 

~I c:!o \:Y\OIJ.J ~-.\- '~ cl\en dl ~c.u.1-\ ~ c\...l~-\ut~u...lS.., 
1 · b th 1 "" ~.v\ ~u ~ c.~ .1) \ e".~s. \.JI\ lt-t1C.i~ '1 a.~ p aying o ro es •• Cc\\t'l~w\qS . -tl.ta..\--~ \ f\en (.<::>l'}fu~ 10,., 

~ ~LY\~ v!A-L.( g\cc;::,H::.o.J ~~LhOl"l ~ 
1lllt: It seems clear that the desertion of Ariadne by Theseus is 

necessary for the relationship to a Dionysos kind of figure to be 

possible. Another way of putting that is to say that if Ariadne helps 

Theseus, then Ariadne must be left behind. That may sound a little odd 

at first hearing, but is absolutely ·essential to the understanding of 

this myth. It relates of course to the fact that, in the Ariadne /Theseus 

part of the story, Ariadne is an anirna figure.(she is a very different 

kind of anima~_figure from Persephone; she's someone who obviously takes 

a lot more initiative, which is why she has to be deserted rather than 

rapedJ What this story is suggesting here is that anima dependence "-5 
NIU"Jt 
119 be overcome. Theseus can't stay with Ariadne; he has to be able to 

leave her behind. But it's just as important for Ariadne that she be 

left behind. Because just as Theseus has to get over his dependence on 

the anima, so i1 tbs s £4 the Ariadne figure has to get over her 
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dependence on playing the role of the anima. It's only after a Theseus 

has left and after an Ariadne has been left, and after both of them 

have really integrated that separation, that the possibility of a con-

nection where each has his own soul is possible. This is where the 

relationship with Dionysos comes in. Because the relationship with a 

man who has his own soul is inevitably a relationship with one who is 
p"lL\ c...~ ol os \CA\\~ 
androgynous, as Dionysos is. 

f\ 

But to read my life, thus, in terms of this myth, was not really 

part of how I was making sense of it during most of the last fifteen 

years. Only recently did those funny little things start happening 

which suggested to me that there is more to all of this than I had 

been in touch with thus far, that it was time ~ to discover my own 

relationship to Ariadne, not the other's relationship to Ariadne through 

me. That led me to understand much better than I had before why it was 

that I had instinctively to some degree shrugged off the Ariadne iden-

tification when the Theseus figure had first proposed it. There was 

something about that which hadn~t quite rung true to my sense of who 

Chris is, because the version of the myth that I had known then, the 
v.;1~w\A\c..J..-\ 

version of the myth ~t I would suppose ~ most of us are most 

familiar ~' is the man's version. It was only as I came to penetrate 

to some of the earlier strata of the myth, some of the buried aspects 

of this mythical pattern, that I could come to a connection with this 

myth on my own. 

The familiar version, just because it is the man's version, has some 

truth for us women, has truth, that is, so long as and to the degree 

that we are defined by our relationships with men and by their relation-

ships to us. Because the "masculine" perspective is in a signifigant 

sense an ego perspective, it may also help us women discriminate between 
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those aspects of Ariadne which are human and which we may incarnate 

and those other divine aspects from which we also must learn to differ-

entiate ourselves. It is not only men who are in danger of being 

swallowed up by a goddess~But it's important to see how this way of 

telling the myth grows out of the heroic, the Olympian, the male- and 

ego-dominated world. Indeed Theseus, perhaps especially in Mary Renault's 

retellings of the legends associated with his name, The King Must Die 

and The Bull From the Sea, really represents the emergence of the 

patriarchal perspective. In all the different stories that have been 

hooked onto the Theseus figure there is one theme that keeps recurring: 

Theseus is the male hero who continually finds himself in conflict with 

the matrilineal world, the ''king m st die" world. Theseus is the hero 

most deeply aware of the danger and the appeal of the feminine: he 

spends his life in a kind of battle against being taken over by it. 

Not only Theseus but the heroes of many of the Greek myths that we know 

best, Orestes and Oedipus, for example, seem to inhabit precisely the 

moment of transition in Greek cultural history from the matrilineal 

to the patrilineal. In the earlier period the sacred was experienced 

most powerfully as feminine and ~ political power was, if not in the 

hands of ~women, defined by one's relation to them; one married the 

king's daughter or stole his wife from him. This is still dimly evident 

in the received versions of the ancient tales, but the Greek myths as 

we get them from Homer and Hesiod, from Aeschylus and Sophocles, are 

myths written from the perspective of the patriarchal period, a perspec-

tive that issues in the reduction of ancient goddesses into figures 

with whom men can safely deal.f 

So it is that the major Olympian goddesses, Hera and Athena, Artemis 

and Aphrodite, are each identified with one aspect of the feminine. You 
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differentiate the feminine, you cut it up and you separate it out into 

the wife and the comrade, the elusive maiden and the generously available 

lover, and you can deal with each aspect safely one at a time, whereas 

dealing with the whole panorama of what femininity is all at once is 
Cl5 

much too fearful. It's safer if you can differentiate, CH:C1 it is also 

safer if you can humanize. So in the Homeric world there are female 
(~':P 

figures, not just Ariadne but~Helen of Troy, for instance, who were 
u)\,\o \..c. ~ b~e Y\ 

clearly at an earlier level goddesses, ffirf r as~e~sht, divested of 

h . h 1 . . 6'1b . d h d . t eir overw e ming rnagic 9 eing ma e urnan. Yet over an over again, 

even in Horner, there are clues that these women once had much more 

power, scope, significance than they do on the surface in the accepted 

versions . . 

There are clues in the Odyssey that Ariadne was once something much 

more than the helpful but clingy mortal girl whom Theseus took away 
6 ~ !\ eeiiP\l \e:S 

from Crete. ';PA •==;she i-CES11uiion 7 r rr 111:- t:e ~i : m cw· ille ~wer 
a 5,..,.. p\e Ma.td.eY1 

S6i'ia1E r;anieel'\i! iH tse v•z-:r facb that Theseus' desertion of Ariaa11e is 
~ou..lc\ r'\.crt- ~\A~ b<2Qn 

celebrated, &01 1kr · h ' 'ii something that Athena brought 

about to save Athens from contamina~ion by overwhelming feminine power. 

The way in which Horner tells the story even excuses Theseus of any 

conscious cruelty. He wakes up in the morning and somehow he has quite 
~u.C, 

forgotten he had Ariadne with him and, sets 

to Athens~~ ~hen he remembers her he is 

sail ~n all inno~e back 

so grief struck that he 

inadvertently forgets to change the sails which would have assured his 

father of his safe return. (Freud could help us understand these two 

instances of fergetfulness.) Homer implies that he leaves her uncon-

sciously because she has to be left. He has to leave her, not just 
ve,-y 

before he gets to Athens, but on the~first night• o• 01 i 
~~ ~ \S ~ oppc~\L~ {er- -tlt\e lcnc_:.Lu'Yll'Vta.1'cV1 

i+, 'Ii, Jil t=ita~ H~:ei• l&¥€:\.J.o1i1W RfiiW'iailE ilau2 'Rael a shanee le '88 llll.n-
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of ;-ke'-r \ove. - - ~~r n~ru .... Ar&.1 

S-t'f "'1eQ ( X aj ag had I he might not have been able tO leave o 

C\ , .... _ 
Events in myth seem .. often t. be overdetermined;· aed 'tra• Theseus' 

departure is associated not only with Athena but also with Artemis, 

intervening at the instigation of Dionysos. Artemis appears to make 

sure that Ariadne gets left and she does it because Dionysos tells 

her to-- which suggests that the connection with Dionysos, not with 

Theseus, is the really central one, the one that gives Ariadne's story 

its shape. Ariadne belongs to Dionysos in her essence, not just because 

of chance cult associations at a later period.~~:s- ilQJPiet!:hitry;+' hat 

w~ll& Q1a:i:ms Hs,~er 1 "Ard ada-e~.eo ; ca: Biems 1 s 'U- Artemis' inter-

vention reveals that Dionysos already has a claim, for Artemis assails 

only the faithless. I noted earlier that all the vafiations and trans-

formations of a myth are meaningful. It's not too difficult to see the 

meaningfulness both of the assertion that Dionysos only appears in 

Ariadne's life after she's been deserted by Theseus and of the idea 
'oe\or"l~ec' -\c 

that she already 1@'3 a , iwi. · th Dionysos before Theseus ever 

came into the story. It is as though she only recognized Dionysos' 

prior claim in her life after she ha~ betrayed it. There is evidently 

a tradition that already on Crete, before she ever got involved with 

Theseus, Ariadne had been the betrothed of Dionysos. According to one 
~c~u)f'\ skc~c~""'\L\.('~e.1....\5 ~ \\s~~ tus '-~ ~<"'0'-4t..1 ~ \cd~Lfr•~ 

version st h 1 a- 11 !l • ~hes a 19 a • :ui;i g · a =Jicgr s1· li':ir0 PifEO. i!o 
~ enrher ~¥\ c 1\\)('.V'\ \.....~.,.... kt \)\af\~~s, · 
1-bi;' ' t!alai '"'Y thnc , '.JR lshe lmlts:•s · 1 I 1'. (Which makes sense at the personal 

level; perhaps we can serve another as anima only because of our prior 

experience of the sacred. Clearly even as mortal maiden Ariadne knows 

much more than Theseus about encounters with the divine in its fearful 

aspects.) When she left with the Athenians)Dionysos sent Artemis after 
~e '~""'or+ru e;pd 

her and she was killed~ as punishment for having turned from~! ; as 

the ~' ••\al to T~a•u~ a mortal lover. There are other stories in 
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Greek mythology, the story about Koronis is the one that immediately 

comes to mind, of a similar kind of pattern where a woman betrays a 

god (in this instance, Apollo) who has been her lover for the sake of 

a RS 'ion: 11 h a mortal. In that story, too, it is Artemis who 

brings about the woman's death. 

I believe it's not too difficult to have some understanding of 

~hat such a betrayal means and why one would commit it. There are clearly 

times when we are pulled to an involvement with a human other as a 
tl.. tJeiI eaisA tl<d P.~0 ~ \..JCU1'>C-'1>l<:\e._d- > 

kind of escape from •~e insp connection with afi immortal, ~ae soR~ection 

-tiw~ z:t: :!t: 9 -=- --~·---·-- that really has a kind of prior claim to us- but that 

is somehow too much for us. We flee to the connection with the heroic 

mortal lover as a kind of escape from the deeper experience. Kerenyi 

says that in all of us there lurks an enemy of Dionysos as well as a 

devotee.' There are ~ moments for all of us when what Dionysos 

represents is more than we feel we can handle or stay in touch with;~~d 

so we turn our backs on it. 

'f.eez 01:1a1ii13!h Jn the Homeric version of the myth Ariadne is killed 

by Dionysos_. or at his suggestion."1Hesiod '!a Dionysos appears to rescue 
Anmwr 

and make her his bride and then Zeus , grants her immortality. am. tradition 

has Dionysos put Ariadne so soundly asleep on Naxos that Theseus cannot 

awaken her and so reluctantly has to leave her behind. There is even 

a version in which Dionysos kidnaps Ariadne, forcefully taking her 

from ••l 540..t t I I 1 j ' =y ?t lil J I 

~:za &M& vay 2r gth 0 r ~ riaeM:e is ;; lit Mle 
d1eS 

gi i ' L • 1 was .She is both married to Dionysos and : 2 'm because of her 

connection with him. There is more buried here than the mythological 

version of an original conflict between two cults and its resolution 

through the absorption of the Ariadne cult by the one dedicated to 
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~ c.~~": An~~ ,., a \or~e ~d.cn .. ~l, ~ 

\ ~ \(} ""-~ '\) ,c,t'-\ ~~ fl...Aot p.,,,d_,~ LO-¥\ nc\- ~ ~ 8 \he. r e a: Or'\ -:-e~ \ .. .i..c.c..d +o 0....1. kl«:.·\-c-,c:a..\ C\Cc.1 .::-J-e""~· r::.r (;.)wt.11\f\\J..J\\C.O...~S. 
Dionysos. AjThe Ariadne cult in Southern Italy seems to have consisted 

primarily of rituals intended as preparations for death. To go to death 

as bride was to go to death as enhanced life.~ 

As we begin to explore what it means that Ariadne is primarily 

connected to Dionysos, we get closer, I think, to what Ariadne means 

as women know her. When we start there, when we begin with the connection 

to Dionysos, Ariadne assumes an entirely new power and significance. 

If her relation to Dionysos is not just something that makes up for 

getting left by Theseus, then perhaps the clue to who Ariadne is would 

come from trying to understand who this primary other in her life is. 

Who is this one for whom she is the female other? This I find intriguing--

that Ariadne is the counterpart of Dionysos, the wife, the chosen one. 

Cl Sarah Pomeroy in her book Goddesses, Whores, Wives and Slaves says 

that in all of Greek mythology Dionysos is the only god who doesn't 

exploit females, the only faithful husband. And this is the woman .that 

he is faithful to. 
I 

This version of the . story, the one that focuses on Anadne and 

Dionysos, shows Ariadne as made irn.~ortal, made a goddess, through 

her connection to Dionysos (as also ~appens to his mortal mother, 
m._ et:'.U'\ ~ \ea...rn I I'\ '?.l 

Selene.) To know who she truly is thus dt t ale • ;nr21•euisij who 

he is. Dionysos is a complex god but one way of beginning to describe 

him would be to say he is the god of women. Dionysos is unique in 

Greek mythology in that he is attended not by humans of his own sex, 

but by humans of the other sex; the primary attendants of Dionysos 

are always women, the maenads, and men a{_,.,e excluded from their 

rituals. That Dionysos is the god of women means that he is masculinity, 

male sexuality, as womem expevence it. AB i!ielu~z'i !t\'!Hz · · ; lshey 

p' ]WUQ di II a • , 0 esr, i ·ha w:si!!IL i11'8i.tA~• life cf •h Ri r 
~~he\~~ 

.t:lie~~te--te;Ji;gi:z;c:sos:=Cil~iibif6--.ibi~ phallus at the disposal 
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o~ \,UC\ W\.er\ J 

~he can be represented either as disembodied phall'-'us or as a1'I emasculated 

god. Dionysos is also the god of madness and ecstasy, the god of vitality, 

the god in whose realm everything is turned upside down. He means mad-

ness and mystery4• 11 fiadness not as sickness._..~but a, companion to life 
'°'<"'\..\\.,e+ 10 

at its be&t..n This god who comes to women in their most impassioned 

moments is a god connected with a visionary eroticism, an imaginal 
~ Sho\.\....\c\ l'\OT ~\.,\c.Q. ~Sf' <,;,<:.',(~ «k~\eJ"C.0 C:tS.. VJ.a.Ju~<; \s\-lC. 

sexuality., y. , a aazzaalHtt;'Jhi alt ' u• oupar.ieRGfili a«o a Aare.ieei 1• tr 
()1 W\Q":>~v\~ ':-~ CY\.C\Jt..\ fo_,-\ ~\eS) ~~\ C\S~ C'• f 7 it'S*e~ ~S.. \.Yl.-\ercol0.~ ~ 
~xg' ~ aa aa3f bnt ali 11 s , n with another, a divine other. 

\\-t,S 11 
~ is the sexuality of what Esther Harding calls the virgin, the 

woman who has her .center in herself, the woman who is able to indulge 

in her ~;}5jy9,~ in a way that doesn't make her dependent on relation-

ships with others. For women to be thus in touch with their own sasm 1 

life-giving energy._..inevitably provokes the opposition 

of Hera (the archetypal 'wife') and husbands. Dionysos is the lover 

of women who have their center in themselves, who are not defined by 

their relationships with literal men. The image of women really yielding 

themselves to their own passion strikes fear in men; and even women 

know how close such ecstasy is to an~ihilation. The bride of Dionysos 

is the bride of death. 

Another pertinent aspect of Dionysos is that he is often called the 

womanly one. That Dionysos is an androgynous god is suggested in many 
so 

parts of his story. He is~able to bring men in touch with their femin-

inity that he can even make Zeus into a woman: after Hera has caused 

the death of Dionysos' mother, Zeus makes his thigh into a womb which 

contains Dionysos for the last three months before he is ready to be 

born. Dionysos, to protect him from Hera's still unappeased wrath, is 

raised as a girl. Later Dionysos goes to the underworld in search of 

his mother whom he wants to take to OlyrnpQs and make into a goddess. 

On his way he is helped by a man who points out to him the gate by 
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which one enters the underworld. In recompense he promises to serve 

this man as a woman on his return journey. (As it happens, by then 

the man is dead, so Dionysos has intercourse with an enormous wooden 

phallus instead.) Q!l r w:Ji aPla ovsr::a;aia iii Uw Bi011y:s33 e~er4cs ' 1 ne 

i51s'J:femphasis on Dionysos as an androgynous·igod .. ..,:;;1,d · '' suggests that 
n'\\.)5-t° (.CW\ t>O. n'\ f.. te_ 

there be a• a ftd• a§J e~s element in Ariadne as well. As the fully 

appropriate consort of the androgynous god, she must herself be andro-

noted that she is a very initiative-takin 

young woman even in the episodes that link her to Theseus. Indeed, 

Ariadne had a brother called Androgeos. (That brother's death was what 

lay behind the Athenian obligation to pay the. tribute to Crete.) 

Another brother is the Minotaur. And like Dionysos, Ariadne was some-

times given the power to bring men into touch with female experience. 
de&co..-~ -\a ~er 

In the Cypriot rituals a.sso:i:&ee@l ttiii>' n ,. 1 ~men simulate the pain 

of childbirth. One of her sons is Thoas, King of Lemnos, the island 

which is taken over by women after they~kill all their husbands and 

sons. 
\h \~ h \(:~ c\eY"\ 
~ Ariadne.,..... 1th~ we f P£U'9 en Ail!? rele:t::ien to 8i8'1ygws, means 

woman in relation to her own powers, not defined by relationships 
' 

with others and not afraid of her own sensuality or her own capacity 

for ecstasy. She is then an epitome of what Esther Harding meant by 
.O qhmo~ 

"in-herself-ness." Now w:li1 begli..n to a.Flfz ~h the earliest Ariadne of 

all, the Ariadne who on Crete is identified as the Mistress of the 

Labyrinth. This pe 1 

ancient, matrilineal, 

ht-- \.ol"IQS -t 0 
·f I 

1 YI I 3. 'li:81 I L Ariadne s~- imn an 
Sk 

mother-goddess worshipping period. N:iiu lndsane 



someone who is made a goddess through her connection to the god, 

Dionysos 0 !mit: She is immortal in her own being. She is not a mortal 
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who becomes inunortal, but an immortal whom the later traditions have 

transformed into a mortal. She is one of the pre-patriarchal goddesses 

who blend in and out of each other in such confusing ways, because they 

are women as women themselves experience their womanness. From that 

perspective the nice, neat, clear cut differentiations don't quite 

work; we know we are each all of those things, at least in possibility . 

Ariadne is cu f LhC!ll!&4 one of the Great Mothers, a great goddess 

of Crete. As such she is called "The Potent One," The Mistress of the 

Labyrinth, "The Untouched One." 12 In asking who is Ariadne, to follow 

the thread all the way to its end, leads us to the center of a labyrinth 

and at that center we find Ariadne herself. In the beginning there is 

Ariadne, a goddess who is complete in herself. She is androgynous and 

self-perpetuating. She creates out of her own being with no need of 

another. This Ariadne is superseded by another who is related to the 

masculine as something outside herself which is nevertheless her creation 

and entirely at her disposal. At this stage, Ariadne is represented as 

accompanied by a clearly subordinat~ male figure, the dying-rising male 

who is son and lover, and eventually victim. It's clear then as we 

pursue this story that originally Ariadne was the important figure and 

Dionysos the necessary "other'' in her story. It is because Dionysos 

begins as a dying and rising god, that even in the Classical period 

he is still the appearing and disappearing god. Even on Olympos Dion

ysos serves to remind us of the time when gods were sons and then loversJ 

then died and te.a reappeared as newborn son~ became lovel'.5 again and 

t:!:lma died?over and over again. 

As one of the ancient mother goddesses, Ariadne is much more 
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than just a veg-..Ytal goddess. 13 The vision is much more profound and 

comprehensive than that. She is connected not just to animation, to 

natural life, but to anima, to the soul~Inil 4IJP:; An all-important 

aspect of Ariadne is her relationship to the realm of death~ tJiauQh 

Death in Ariadne's world is significantly different from death in 

Persephone's. (Though rhe Persef1one/Ariadne parallels, particularly 

the way in which each is related to both Theseus and Dionysos, must 

be fully admitted before we can appreciate the more subtle significance 
~~.\-

of the differences.) 1 In Crete the afterworld is associated wi t h 
s~qesi..s j- \-S W\Crt ~ 

water not as in Greece with the underworla.-.,...JW '·::rli• 'Jiiiil eeme 
~~'!> \.Jo....t'\.L.-'M~C.lCU S. ~ ~ -=\-~'~ - ~ Q. ~V...\C.:'C. o~ L CV\ ...... \ n.U.~ 
g-·e 1€ 1 l Jif fg Ri'2 tbi It kiili Jiy :z:"f""';"i":e :•: :'!J COP9'ifil@iOf1 ~ 
r-e_V'\e.u)~\ r~-er- 4a..t' 0.. c.~.pc-«:;.~Ct\..\ ~~ -~·--·- •• - •••- ~r w~\- \,\_a.C:, \:)cu'\\<;,( 

o£:::tl mzs~Roeisus w:l:tlFl'2e i' a ) Ariadne seems always t o be lU;iked ~o~,..""' 
~ti;"" 

to islands; death in her world takes one to the islands of the l\01n~, 

blessed, to the Elysian realm. trn classical Greek mythology this 

becomes a priviledged area within Hades ruled by Ariadne's father, 

Minos, where the specially favored don't really die but are allowed 
, ~~ a.. \I\ S\ C'-"1 

to live in death.t The Cretan m h•111em1d::i:ng =ef: lw ii J : ioeu• i:t; atJ an 
e0 "" o~ ~ riq 

a.._.-t of the life process wk· ii r 1 i' s from life to death to life 
\\.\\'; \~ 

to death.-..: W: · .=- utterly different from the radical distinction the 

Greeks maKe between life and death. For the Greeks (although this, 

of course, changes when the mystery cults become important) life is life 

and death is death. The difference between mortals and the divine is 

that mprtals die and when they die, they die -- and the gods never 

die at all. Whereas on Crete there is not that clearcut differentiation 

between the divine and the human, nor the notion that there is an 

abrupt and final demarcation between life and death. 

Ariadne's special connection wi t h death is of course preeminently 

represented by the labyrintn which is tomb as womb . Most who enter 
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the labyrinth never return but some return transformed. In Argus, 

appropriately for a goddess of death, her tomb serves as an altar. 

But the most intriguing thing about Ariadne and death is that she 

herself suffers de ath in so many ways. Among these death stories is 

the one we have a lready considered according to which she is killed 

by Artemis. There's another story that she simply dies of grief, and one 
~VVIM\-\'-~ '::>U.\C.,&e. 

that tells us that she ltil:ls ft& lf by hang i ng herself from a tree 

in despair at Theseus' departure. 

Most interesting of all is the t__;:-adition according to which 

Ariadne dies just prior to giving birth. Some say that Theseus 

reldctantly left Ariadne in the care of midwives on Naxos (or Dia, 

another island that is often named in the Ariadne traditions inst12ead) 

because her time had come. Artemis is reported to have killed her 

with the child still in her womb ~hich recalls the deaths of 
) 

Koronis and Semele.£ But wheJ.!as Ascflepios and Dionysos are rescued 

from their dying mothers" wombs just in time, Ariadne enters the 

realm of death with the unborn child still within her and then, the 

story continues, gives birth in the underworld. This is the only 

account in Greek mythology of a birth in the world of the dead. 

Something pro~ound and fascinatifng is present here. 

What does it mean for a child to be born in the afterworld, for 

birth to take place in the realm of death? Again, as so often in 

connection with Ariadn~, there is a suggestion that somehow birth 

and death are not mutually exclusive but rather are intimately 
\ ~f"'\-~I V\ .o::_\ ' 
~::W .. Slil. The child like the thread unites th is world a n d the oth e r, 

t he ou ter a n d t he inner , life and death . Bi r t h is no t opposed to 

d eat h; t h e y a r e not even to be u n derstood as f e llow in g one another 
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sequentially. That this birth is only possiblw in death marks it off 

as a birth entirely different from that of the other sons &ttributed 

to Ariadne (who are all related to Dionysos' more this worldly side, to 

grape and vine and wine.) 

We need to attend to what the myth has to say about the identities 

of the father of this chilu and of the child itself . It is clear that 

the father is Dinoysos; after all, Ariadne is killed because of her 

unfaithfulness to him . Ker e nyi believes that ~he child who is born 

must also be Dionysos .
14 

( 't'here is confirmation for l:is suggestion 

in the many parallels between Ariadne and the other goddesses repre-

sented as mothers to Dionysos: Semele and Persephone . ) This fits in 

with the ancient son and lover moti~but there is more here than is 

usual in the archaic pattern -- the more suggested by the unique locus 

of the birth. This birth does not occur in the "real " world ; it is 

not a literal birth. It represents the fullness of what birth means 

when we understand it not literally but syfilbolically ; to reco gnize 

birth as a mystery is to see it in relation to the afterw~rld. Inter-

course with Dionysos when he is ful ly present and not only there as 

god of wine and physical fertility issues in a birth into death , into 

the imaginal, a birth in the so 1 , a birth of soul. Ariadne i s the 

one through whom such birth is possible. 

Th at return s us t o w he re we b e g an • ~~; ,;;;· illiilii!m-.i::is:l.-:%!JJ~r::a-...tUili:oijb ... .iiA•:::ii'liii•1Md11&iee 

aj~~~i,J~i~t~S:::"::llS:~t~•2-Qo.ilo';,.ss.iiil"1X"P.1 !!!!!!l!el:~sr;aac\OiL.:1... Keren y i s ay s th at Ar i ad n e rep r s en t s 

" the archetypal reality of the bestower of soul , of what makes a 

living creature an individual . 111 5 Thus at the center of the labyrinth 

w~come to the point where one retur s back to the beginnin . The 
rec~ll 

serpentine way, to~ Eliot ' s words , • returns us to the place where 

we started and we know it for the first time.• So we find ourselves 

R~§¥;l Ci 6 IC 1 U 
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now where we began with Ariadne as anima , Ariadne as soul . 

But in a much, much deeper kind of way. Ariadne is no longer 

the anima who waits outside the labyrinth while another enters. 

She means soul in the sense of what is at the center of the labyrinth, 

what is at the center enter , the 

goddess, what I 1 S eT This ties in with some of the things James 

Hillman has tried to convey in the essays on 
l t 

" f\.nima " in which he 

asserts that anima doesn 't, at its most important levels, have anything 

to do with contra-sexuality. The anima is not the ffiagica lly attractive, 

seductive, bewitching woman; the anima is not most adequately described 

as a m"an's feminine side. Rather the anima isJsoul, tD which we women 

need to relate just as truly as do men. The anima is "what gives 

evepts the dimension of soul "w\.,a.:\ o...\\''-t\eS 
C~ '°'w_ .Q.V~\.\CP-U S <..¥\ \..J\,'\\ c.k \.".;j_ r ~ "'CJ...pcd·e_ 1 

When I come to know Ariadne as mistress " of the labyrith , ~ 

reject the identif ication with Ariadne not any longer because I 

don't want to be left behind, but because she is a goddess ana.joecause 

I too know that at . the center of the iabyrinth I find not myself 

' . 
but Her . And I begin to understand that at this point in my life I 

am being pulled back to Ariadne because it is time to give my 

devotion to her and to the child born in the realm of death , the 

c hild born in the realm of soul. 
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